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Abstract
We consider .rst the scattering problem of electromagnetic waves by thin coatings that are formed by linear materials.
We describe, through an asymptotic study, the formal derivation of thin layer approximations, called e/ective boundary
conditions. We then discuss the stability in time of the new initial boundary value problems. We give in the last part a
generalization to nonlinear coatings of ferromagnetic type. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The scattering of electromagnetic waves by thin coatings, using e/ective boundary conditions have
been widely studied in the case of time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations (see [1,2,5,9,12], where addi-
tional references may be found). In this paper, we give an extension to the time dependent problem,
where obtaining the stability in time is fundamental. Our technique is based on an asymptotic ex-
pansion of the solution with respect to the thickness of the coating and has the advantage of being
applicable to general geometries. The only restriction comes from regularity assumptions for the
boundary (for example, the presence of corners is avoided).
The main motivation for using these e/ective boundary conditions comes from numerical con-
siderations. Roughly speaking, since the approximate model is posed on the exterior domain (i.e.,
not including the thin layer), we eliminate geometrical constraints of the thin layer for meshing.
This reduces (especially for layers that are very thin compared with the wavelength of the incident
wave) the size of the discrete model, and thus the time of computations. We notice also that this
method may constitute a valuable alternative to mesh re.nement around the obstacle. The numerical
validation of the boundary conditions derived here can be found in [6].
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Fig. 1. Problem presentation.
We split this article into three parts. In the .rst one, the coating is made of a linear material
and the boundary is planar. This simpli.ed case enables us to present, in a straightforward way, the
formal construction of the e/ective boundary conditions. Once stability conditions are derived, one
can perform an asymptotic analysis to establish error estimates. In the second part, we treat the case
of curved and regular boundaries. We explain how to take into account the geometric characteristics
of the boundaries. The expression and the stability of the third order condition constitute the main
result of this part. In the last section, our work is generalized to a class of nonlinear materials of
ferromagnetic type. In fact, this section constitutes a generalization to 2D and 3D problems of a
previous work [8] dealing with the 1D problem. Only the formal derivation and the stability analysis
are discussed here. The error estimates for the nonlinear problem have been studied in [7] for the
one-dimensional case. However, at the time of writing, the generalization to higher dimensions is
still an open question.
2. Thin layer approximation: the linear case
2.1. Description of the model
We consider a linear material characterized by its electric permittivity f , and its magnetic perme-
ability f that occupies a layer 

f ⊂ R3 of a thickness . This layer separates two media: the exterior
domain v of characteristics (0; 0) and the interior domain 

0, containing a perfectly conducting
scatterer. We denote by  the boundary of v and  the boundary of 

0 (see Fig. 1).
We assume that the material is homogeneous and that its characteristics do not depend on  (the
nonhomogeneous case where the characteristics depend on the thickness coordinate and vary slowly
with respect to the tangential coordinate can be treated with minor modi.cations, see [6]).
We denote by (E0;H0) the electromagnetic .eld at t=0. We assume that it is compactly supported
in v. Let (E

v ;H

v) (resp. (E

f ;H

f )) be the electromagnetic .eld in v (resp. in 

f ). They satisfy{
0@tEv − rotHv =0; 0@tHv + rotEv =0 on v × R+;
(Ev ;H

v)(t=0)= (E0;H0) on v;
(1)
Ev × n=Ef × n; Hv × n=Hf × n on  × R+; (2)
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where n is a unit vector normal to ,{
f@tE

f − rotHf = 0; f@tHf + rotEf = 0 on f × R+;
(Ef ;H

f )(t=0)= (0; 0) on 

f
(3)
and .nally, the “Dirichlet” boundary condition on  (where n is a unit vector normal to ),
Ef × n=0 on  × R+: (4)
The problem constituted by (1)–(4) is the exact transmission problem. As we consider the situations
where  (the incident wavelength), numerical methods applied to this problem will be penalized
by the computation of (Ef ;H

f ) (that requires .ne meshing). The idea to overcome this diKculty,
is to replace Eqs. (2)–(4) by an e/ective boundary condition posed on the exterior boundary 
such that the electromagnetic .eld, satisfying Maxwell’s equations on v coupled with this e/ective
boundary condition, constitutes a good approximation of (Ev ;H

v). More precisely, our construction
leads to the hierarchy of e/ective boundary conditions indexed by an integer k
E˜

v × n=Bk(n × (H˜

v × n)) on  × R+; (5)
where (E˜

v ; H˜

v) is the approximate electromagnetic .eld on v, satisfying{
0@tE˜

v − rot H˜

v =0; 0@tH˜

v + rot E˜

v =0 on v × R+;
(E˜

v ; H˜

v)(t=0)= (E0;H0) on v
(6)
and where Bk is a tangential operator such that (at least in a formal way)
‖(Ev ;Hv)− (E˜

v ; H˜

v)‖L2 =O(k−1=2): (7)
In such a case, the e/ective boundary condition (5) is said to be of order k. Identity (7) is referred
to as the consistency property of the construction. A fundamental notion linked to this property is
the stability with respect to the small parameter . For problem (1)–(4) one gets a uniform bound,
with respect to t¿ 0 and , of the electromagnetic energy in v, namely
Ev(Ev(t);H

v(t))6Ev(E0;H0); (8)
where Ev(E;H)= (0=2)‖E‖2L2(v)+(0=2)‖H‖2L2(v). Relation (8) is obtained from the energy identity
Ev(Ev(t);H

v(t)) + E

f (E

f (t);H

f (t))=Ev(E0;H0); (9)
where Ef (E;H)= (f =2)‖E‖2L2(f ) + (f =2)‖H‖
2
L2(f )
. We deduce that estimate (7) requires at least a
stability identity, for the solution of (6), of the form
Ev(E˜

v(t); H˜

v(t))6Ev(E0;H0) + O(
k−1=2): (10)
In fact, identity (10) will constitute the basic requirement of the construction of Bk .
2.2. Formal construction: the case of a planar boundary
In this section, we assume that the unitary normal vector .eld n on , outwardly directed to v,
is constant (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Problem presentation: the case of a planar boundary.
2.2.1. Scaling, asymptotic expansion and principle of the e8ective conditions
We apply .rst the well known technique of scaling with respect to the thickness coordinate of the
thin layer, which removes the dependence of the geometry on the small parameter . Let us proceed
in an intrinsic way, so that the link with the case of curved boundary shall be more clear later. We
use the parametric coordinate system of f (Fig. 2):
x∈ Mf → (x; s)∈ × [0; ] such that : x= x + s n: (11)
In the case of a planar boundary, this map is well de.ned for every . The scaling consists on the
change of variables:
(x; s)∈ × [0; ] → (x; )∈ × [0; 1] such that : s= : (12)
Some notation: We denote by  the derivative operator with respect to x. For instance, if
(1; 2)∈R3 ×R3 is an orthonormal basis of , and (1; 2) is the system of coordinates associated
to this basis, we have:  =(@1 ·) 1 + (@2 ·) 2: It is easy to see then that the expression of the
derivative operator  in R3 becomes in the coordinates system (x; ),
 →  + 1@n:
Let v be a tangential vector .eld de.ned on . We de.ne the operator div by
div v= · v=(@1v) · 1 + (@2v) · 2:
We recall that div is the adjoint of − for the L2 scalar product on . We introduce also
rot v=div (v × n); r˜ot u=(u)× n; (13)
where v (resp. u) is a vectorial (resp. scalar) .eld de.ned on . rot and r˜ot are adjoint operators
of each other for the L2() scalar product. Furthermore, div r˜ot =0 and rot =0.
We shall distinguish the normal and the tangential part of a vector .eld v∈R3:
v=‖v +⊥v where ‖v= n × (v × n) and ⊥v=(v · n)n: (14)
Throughout this paper, the variable t will always indicate the time variable but may sometimes be
omitted from the list of variables. On the other hand, x ∈R3, will always denote the tangential
coordinate belonging to .
Scaled equations: Let E be a vector .eld de.ned on f . We de.ne Eˆ on the scaled domain
 × ]0; 1[ by Eˆ(x; )=E(x) where (x; ) and x are linked by (11) and (12). Working in the
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orthonormal basis (1; 2; n), one checks that
rotE= r˜ot(Eˆ · n) + (rot Eˆ) n − 1@(Eˆ× n): (15)
This identity enables us to rewrite Eqs. (2)–(4) in the scaled domain. For simplicity, we shall denote
(in an abuse of notation) by (Ef ;H

f ) the electromagnetic .eld in  × ]0; 1[,
(Ef ;H

f )(x; t) → (Eˆ

f ; Hˆ

f )(x; ; t) ≡ (Ef ;Hf )(x; ; t):
So, Eqs. (2)–(4) become, respectively,
‖Ev(x; t)=‖E

f (x; 0; t); ‖H

v(x; t)=‖H

f (x; 0; t) for (x; t)∈ × R+; (16)


f@tE

f − r˜ot(Hf · n)− (rot Hf )n +
1

@(H

f × n)= 0
f@tH

f + r˜ot(E

f · n) + (rot Ef )n −
1

@(E

f × n)= 0

 on  × ]0; 1[× R
+;
(Ef ;H

f )(t=0)= (0; 0); on  × ]0; 1[;
(17)
Ef (x; 1)× n=0 for (x; t)∈ × R+ (18)
and the exact transmission problem is constituted now by Eqs. (1), (16)–(18).
Asymptotic expansion: We seek a solution of the form{
(Ev ;H

v)= (E
0
v ;H
0
v) + (E
1
v ;H
1
v) + 
2(E2v ;H
2
v) + · · · ;
(Ef ;H

f ) = (E
0
f ;H
0
f ) + (E
1
f ;H
1
f ) + 
2(E2f ;H
2
f ) + · · · :
(19)
Substituting for (Ev ;H

v) and (E

f ;H

f ) in (1), (16)–(18), then equating the same powers of , lead
to a recursive determination of (Eiv;H
i
v) and (E
i
f ;H
i
f ) as explained in the following. From (1) and
(16) we get for all k¿ 0,

0@tEkv − rotHkv =0; 0@tHkv + rotEkv =0;
(Ekv ;H
k
v)(t=0)=
{
(E0;H0) if k =0;
(0; 0) if k ¿ 0;
‖Ekv(x)=‖E
k
f (x; 0) for x ∈;
(20)
that can be interpreted as Maxwell’s equations with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions on .
They permit the determination of (Ekv ;H
k
v) for each k¿ 0, if we are able to compute the boundary
value ‖Ekf (x; 0). This will be possible using (17) and (18). For k =0, we get{
@(E0f × n)= 0; E0f (x; 1)× n=0
@(H0f × n)= 0; H0f (x; 0)× n=H0v(x)× n
for x ∈; (21)
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while for k ¿ 0, we have{
@(Ekf × n)= f@tHk−1f + r˜ot(Ek−1f · n) + (rot Ek−1f )n;
Ekf (x; 1)× n=0 for x ∈
(22)
and {
@(Hkf × n)=− f@tEk−1f + r˜ot(Hk−1f · n) + (rot Hk−1f )n;
Hkf (x; 0)× n=Hkv (x)× n for x ∈:
(23)
Eqs. (21)–(23) can be solved in the following way. For k =0, Eq. (21) shows that{
E0f (x; )× n=0; (x; )∈ × ]0; 1[;
H0f (x; )× n=H0v(x)× n; (x; )∈ × ]0; 1[:
(24)
For higher order terms, we apply
Lemma 2.1. For all k ¿ 0; and for all (x; )∈ × ]0; 1[,

@tEkf (x; )× n=−
1
f
∫ 1

(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)‖Hk−1f (x; ) d;
(Ekf (x; )× n)(t=0)=0;
(25)


@tHkf (x; )× n= @tHkv (x)× n −
1
f
∫ 
0
(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)‖Ek−1f (x; ) d;
(Hkf (x; )× n)(t=0)=0:
(26)
Proof. Let us prove (25). Applying ‖ to the .rst equation of (22) shows that
@(Ekf × n)= f@t(‖Hk−1f ) + r˜ot(Ek−1f · n): (27)
We take now the scalar product of the .rst equation of (23) by n. Since n · r˜ot =0 we obtain
f@t(Ek−1f · n)= rot Hk−1f : (28)
Combining (27) and (28) yields
@(@tEkf × n)=
(
f@tt +
1
f
r˜ot rot
)
‖Hk−1f :
We get identity (25) by integrating the previous equation between  and 1 and by using the derivative
in time of the boundary condition given in (22). Identity (26) is obtained in a similar way.
Remark 2.1. From Eq. (28) one can easily deduce that the normal components (Ekf ·n) and (Hkf ·n),
k¿ 0, are determined by{
f@t(Ekf · n)= rot ‖Hkf ; (Ekf · n)(t=0)=0;
f@t(Hkf · n)=− rot ‖Ekf ; (Hkf · n)(t=0)=0:
(29)
These equations will be useful later in order to prove error estimates.
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Construction principle of the e8ective boundary conditions: In order to obtain an approxima-
tion of order k of the scattered .eld (Ev ;H

v) a good candidate would be the truncated expansion
( ME
k
v ; MH
k
v)=
∑k−1
i=0 
i(Eiv;H
i
v) (cf. Theorem 2.2). According to (20), ( ME
k
v ; MH
k
v) satis.es Maxwell’s equa-
tions on v coupled with the boundary condition on 
‖ ME
k
v(x)=
k−1∑
i=0
i‖Eif (x; 0); x ∈: (30)
On the other hand, we notice that, having ‖E0f and ‖H
0
f by (24), Eqs. (25) and (26) are nothing
but .rst order di/erential equations with respect to  that enable us to compute step by step ‖Ekf
and ‖Hkf for each order k as functions of the boundary values of ‖H
k
v on . So one can express
the right-hand side of (30) as a function of the boundary values of ‖Hiv, 06 i6 k − 1. Then the
question is: can we express it as a function of ( MH
k
v×n)? The response is no, in general. Meanwhile,
we may establish formally the existence of a linear tangential operator Bk such that
ME
k
v × n=Bk(‖ MH
k
v) + O(
k) on :
To obtain our e/ective boundary condition of order k, we chose to omit the O(k) term in the
previous identity. That is why the approximate solution, denoted by (E˜

v ; H˜

v), will be di/erent from
( ME
k
v ; MH
k
v). We shall discuss the validity of this choice via the stability study. We are going to give
the details of this construction for k =2; 3; 4.
Remark 2.2. Since we assumed that the thin layer characteristics are independent of the thickness ,
the limit problem, as  goes to 0, is obtained by omitting the thin layer and applying the Dirichlet
boundary condition (4) on . This coincides with the e/ective boundary condition of order 1:
combine the .rst equation of (24) with system (20) written for k =0.
2.2.2. E8ective boundary conditions of order 2 and 3
According to condition (30) we can derive the e/ective boundary conditions of order 2 by com-
puting E0f (x; 0)× n and E1f (x; 0)× n. E0f (x; 0)× n=0 by (24). From (25), written for k =1, and
from the second equation of (24), we deduce that
@tE1f (x; )× n=−
1
f
(1− )(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)‖H0v(x): (31)
We have then
@t ME
2
v(x)× n=−

f
(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)‖ MH
2
v(x) + O(
2)
(where O(2)= (2=f )(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)‖H1v(x)). If we denote by (E˜

v ; H˜

v) the approximate
scattered .eld, the e/ective boundary condition of order 2 is
@tE˜

v × n=−

f
(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)‖H˜

v on  × R+: (32)
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In this particular case of a planar boundary, condition (32) is in fact of order 3 (but this is no
longer true in the case of a curved boundary or nonlinear materials (see Sections 2:4 and 3)).
Indeed, in order to compute (E2f (x; 0) × n) using Eq. (25), we need to compute (‖H1f (x; )).
Since ‖E0f = 0, Eq. (26) shows that (after time integration)
‖H1f (x; )=‖H
1
v(x); (x; )∈ × ]0; 1[: (33)
So we have from (25) written for k =2,
@tE2f (x; )× n=−
1
f
(1− )(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)‖H1v(x): (34)
We deduce from (24), (31) and (34) that
@t ME
3
v(x)× n=−

f
(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)‖ MH
3
v(x) + O(
3)
which gives, when omitting O(3), the same expression as (32). The fundamental point is that the
coupling between this condition and Maxwell’s equation leads to a stable problem.
Theorem 2.1. Su:ciently regular solutions (E˜

v ; H˜

v) of {(6); (32)} satisfy the a priori energy esti-
mate
d
dt
{Ev(E˜v(t); H˜

v(t)) + E

(t)}=0; (35)
where if we set; (x; t)=‖H˜

v(x; t); (x; t)∈ × R+;
E

(t)=
f
2
‖(t)‖2L2 +
1
2f
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
rot () d
∥∥∥∥
2
L2
:
Identity (10) is then well satis<ed.
Proof. In the classical energy identity for Maxwell’s equation,
d
dt
Ev(t)=
∫

(E˜
 × n) ·  dx; (36)
we expand the right-hand side using (32). We integrate this condition in time, take the scalar product
with  and integrate over . We use the duality between the operators rot and r˜ot to deduce
that ∫

(E˜
 × n) ·  dx =−  ddtE

(t): (37)
Identity (35) is given by (36) and (37).
2.2.3. E8ective boundary condition of order 4
We need to compute (E3f (x; 0)×n) using Eq. (25), written for k =3, which requires (‖H2f (x; )).
Eq. (26), implies for k =2
@tH2f (x; )× n= @tH2v(x)× n −
1
f
∫ 
0
(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)‖E1f (x; ) d: (38)
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From (31), we have
@t‖E1f (x; )=
1
f
(1− )(ff@tt − div)(H0v(x)× n): (39)
We apply the operator (ff@tt + r˜ot rot) to (39) (using rot =0) and integrate in time. Hence
(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)‖E1f (x; )= (1− )f@t(ff@tt − div + r˜ot rot)(H0v(x)× n):
Combining this identity with (38) yields
H2f (x; )× n=H2v(x)× n − 
(
1− 
2
)
(ff@tt − ˜)(H0v(x)× n); (40)
where ˜ = div − r˜ot rot, is the Laplace–Beltrami operator. From (40) and (25), we .nally
deduce that
@tE3f (x; )× n=−
1
f
(1− )(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)
(‖H2v(x)− 13
(
1 + − 
2
2
)
(ff@tt − ˜)‖H0v(x)): (41)
Combining (41) with (24), (31) and (34), we obtain the formal identity:
@t ME
4
v(x)× n=−

f
(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)
(
1− 
2
3
(ff@tt − ˜)
)
‖ MH
4
v(x) + O(
4);
which gives the following e/ective boundary condition of order 4 on  × R+
@tE˜

v × n=−

f
(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)
(
1− 23 (ff@tt − ˜)
)
‖H˜

v : (42)
An instability result: Contrary to the case of the second order condition, The condition (42)
coupled with Maxwell’s equations does not lead to a stable problem. In particular, one cannot
obtain a priori estimate like (10).
To see this, let us study the case of the 2D problem. We denote by (x; y; z) the space coordinates
system, and assume that all the .elds do not depend on the z variable. For sake of simplicity,
we make 0 = f = 1 and 0 = f = 1 and assume that v =y¡ 0. If we consider (E˜

v ; H˜

v) satisfy-
ing Maxwell’s system (6) coupled with the boundary conditions (42), then we observe that the z
component of E˜

v (resp. of H˜

v) is a solution of the initial boundary value problem P

d (resp. P

n)
P

d


@ttu− (@xx + @yy)u=0; t ¿ 0; y¡ 0;
u+ (1− 23 (@tt − @xx))@nu=0; t ¿ 0; y=0;
(u; @tu)= (u0; u1); t=0; y¡ 0;
(43)
Pn


@ttu− (@xx + @yy)u=0; t ¿ 0; y¡ 0;
@nu+ (@tt − @xx)(1− 23 (@tt − @xx))u=0; t ¿ 0; y=0;
(u; @tu)= (u0; u1); t=0; y¡ 0:
(44)
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These problems correspond to the classical decomposition of electromagnetic waves into two inde-
pendent polarizations: T.E. (system Pn) and T.M. (system P

d). In the sequel P
 will denote either
P

d or P

n.
Theorem 2.2. For <xed ; the problem P is well posed in the sense of Kreiss [11]. However, it
is strongly instable with respect to  in the following sense: there exists (u0(y); u

1(y)) a sequence
of initial data and u(y; t), the corresponding solution, such that:

‖u0‖Hm(−∞;0) + ‖u1‖Hm(−∞;0)6C where C ∈R+ and is independent of ;
lim
→0 ‖u
‖L2(]−∞;0[×]0; T [) = +∞ ∀T ¿ 0:1
Proof. We seek a solution for P of the form u(x; y; t)=Re( uˆ(y) eikxest); where, k ∈R, s= (+ i!,
((; !)∈R2, and uˆ∈L2(−∞; 0). The wave equation implies that our particular solution is of the form
uˆ(y)=A e((s
2+k2)1=2y); A∈R
with Re((s2+k2)1=2)¿ 0. Let us set += (s2+k2)1=2. One checks that the e/ective boundary condition
leads to the characteristic equation:
1 + + (1− 13+2)= 0: (45)
This equation admits one real solution +0 ¿ 0. The two other ones have negative real parts, so they
are not admissible. Hence acceptable waves satisfy s2 + k2 = +20=
2, which means(
!=0 and (2 + k2 =
+20
2
)
or
(
(=0 and k2 − !2 = +
2
0
2
)
: (46)
Let  be .xed. Relation (46) shows that plane wave solutions of P are such that Re(s)6 +0=.
Therefore, the boundary value problem P is well posed in the sense of Kreiss (see [11]). However,
one notices that the higher bound of Re(s) approaches +∞ as  approaches 0. This means the
existence of plane wave solutions that blow up for t ¿ 0 as  → 0. For instance, let us consider the
worst case, corresponding to k =0 (which is nothing but the 1D approximation) and (= (0 = +0=.
We .x m∈N, and set f(y)= e(0 y; y¡ 0: The sequence of initial data
u0(y)=
f(y)
(0‖f(y)‖Hm
; u1(y)=
f(y)
‖f‖Hm
satisfy {‖u0‖Hm + ‖u0‖Hm}6 1 + =+0 ¡C as  → 0. They correspond to the plane wave solutions
u(y; t)=
f(y + t)
(0‖f‖Hm
= u0(y)f
(t):
We have ‖u‖L2(]−∞;0[×]0; T [) = ‖u0‖L2(]−∞;0[) ‖f‖L2(0; T ).
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When
 → 0 ‖u0‖L2 ∼
(

+0
)m+1
whereas ‖f‖L2(0; T ) ∼
√

2+0
exp
(
+0 T

)
:
Therefore, ‖u‖L2(]−∞;0[×]0; T [) → +∞ as  → 0.
Stable condition of order 4: We are going to built, from the unstable fourth order condition (42),
another condition that gives the same order of approximation, but leads to stable problems. This
is reminiscent of the techniques used for absorbing boundary conditions [4]. Let us consider .rst
the simple case of the 1D approximation, i.e., we omit the tangential derivatives in the e/ective
boundary conditions. We take problem (43) as example. When we apply Fourier transform with
respect to t, the boundary condition becomes
uˆ+ (1 + 13
2!2)@nuˆ=0; (47)
where ! is the dual variable of t. Comparing this condition with the stable condition of order 2:
uˆ + @nuˆ=0, we observe that the instability comes from the substitution of (1 + 13
2!2) for 1. A
natural idea to avoid instability would be then to replace (1+ 13
2!2) by a more appropriate function
g(!) such that: g(!)= 1+ 13
2!2 +O((!)3). As (47) is obtained in a formal way by neglecting
the terms of order greater than 4 (with respect to ), we keep unchanged the order of approximation.
We chose in our case g(!)= 1=(1− 132!2). Hence, instead of using (47), we suggest to use the
condition (1− 132!2)uˆ+ @nuˆ=0; that corresponds to (1+ 132@tt)u+ @nu=0: This new condition
leads to stable initial boundary value problems. This will be shown later in the general case via
energy estimates, but one can already see that the previous construction of unstable plane wave
solutions fails: the characteristic equation (45) becomes
1 + 13+
2 + +=0; += s
and has no roots with positive real parts (which can easily be checked).
For the 3D case, we would like to apply the same ideas to (42). Unfortunately, working directly
on the expression of (42) do not lead to the appropriate condition with regards to energy estimates.
That is why we begin by writing di/erently the di/erential operator in the right-hand side of (42).
As, rot =0, we have
(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)
(
1− 
2
3
(ff@tt − ˜)
)
= ff@tt
(
1− 
2
3
(ff@tt − ˜ + r˜ot rot)
)
+ r˜ot rot
(
1− 
2
3
r˜ot rot
)
: (48)
Let P be one of the two di/erential operators (ff@tt−˜+r˜ot rot) and (r˜ot rot). Like previously,
we apply to (48) the formal approximation(
1− 
2
3
P
)
=
(
1 +
2
3
P
)−1
+ O(4)
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and obtain condition (49), where we need to introduce two new variables   and M on , and
where (x; t)=‖H˜

(x; t); (x; t)∈ × R+.
@tE˜

v × n=−

f
(ff@tt  + r˜ot rot M);(
1 +
2
3
r˜ot rot
)
M =;
(
1 +
2
3
(ff@tt − ˜ + r˜ot rot)
)
  =;
on  × R+: (49)
To the third equation of (49) we associate the initial conditions
 (t=0)=0; @t (t=0)=0: (50)
On doing so, we have constructed a boundary condition, that when coupled with Maxwell’s equations,
leads to a stable problem.
Theorem 2.3. Su:ciently regular solutions (E˜

v ; H˜

v) to {(6); (49); (50)} satisfy the a priori energy
estimate:
d
dt
{Ev(E˜v(t); H˜

v(t)) + E

(t)}=0;
where,
E

(t)=
f
2
‖ (t)‖2L2 +
1
2f
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
(rot M)() d
∥∥∥∥
2
L2
+
2
3
(
f
2
E1( (t)) +
1
2f
E2(M(t))
)
;
and
E1( (t))= ff‖@t (t)‖2L2 + ‖div  (t)‖2L2 + 2‖rot  (t)‖2L2 ;
E2(M(t))=
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
(r˜ot rot M)() d
∥∥∥∥
2
L2
:
Proof. We .rst write the L2() scalar product of the .rst equation of (49) by ∫

(E˜
 × n) ·  dx =− 
(
f
∫

 · @t  dx + 1f
∫

 ·
∫ t
0
r˜ot rotM d dx
)
: (51)
When we take L2() scalar product of the second equation of (49) by
∫ t
0 (r˜ot rotM
)() d and
integrate by part, we get∫

 ·
(∫ t
0
r˜ot rotM d
)
dx =
1
2
d
dt
(∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
rot M d
∥∥∥∥
2
L2
+
2
3
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
r˜ot rot M d
∥∥∥∥
2
L2
)
(52)
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and when we take L2() scalar product of the third equation of (49) by @t  and integrate by part,
we get∫

 · @t  dx = 12
d
dt
(
‖ (t)‖2L2 +
2
3
E1( (t))
)
: (53)
The energy identity of Theorem 2.3 is obtained by using (53) and (52) in (51) and substituting (51)
in (36).
2.3. Error estimates
Let k ∈{1; 2; 3; 4}. We recall that the e/ective condition of order k on the boundary  is the
Dirichlet boundary condition when k =1, condition (32) when k =2; 3 and the condition (49) and
(50) when k =4. We shall determine, using the stability results (Theorems 2.1 and 2.3), the order
of approximation between the exact solution (Ev ;H

v) and the approximate one (E˜

v ; H˜

v). Our main
result is summarized by Theorem 2.4 below.
In fact, rather than working directly on the di/erence (Ev − E˜v ;Hv − H˜

v), we shall insert the
asymptotic expansion (19). So we consider (Ekv ;H
k
v ;E
k
f ;H
k
f )k¿0 the sequence (of suKciently regular
.elds) satisfying (20), (24)–(26) and (29).
Remark 2.3. At least, when (E0;H0) is regular (let say in D(v)) the existence of the expansion
(Ekv ;H
k
v ;E
k
f ;H
k
f )k¿0 can be easily shown by induction, as explained in the construction of Eqs. (20),
(24)–(26) and (29). Moreover, one can check that (Ekf ;H
k
f ) are polynomial functions with respect
to , of degree lesser than k.
Theorem 2.4. Let k ∈{0; 1; 2; 3}. If (E˜v ; H˜

v) is a su:ciently regular solution of (6) coupled with
the e8ective condition of order (k + 1) and (Ev ;H

v) is a su:ciently regular solution of the exact
transmission problem; then; there exists for all 0¡T ¡+∞ a constant Ck(T ) independent of ;
but depending on {(E0v ;H0v ;E0f ;H0f ) : : : (Ekv ;Hkv ;Ekf ;Hkf )} and T; such that
sup
06t6T
{‖Ev(t)− E˜

v(t)‖L2(v) + ‖Hv(t)− H˜

v(t)‖L2(v)}6Ck(T )k+1=2:
Proof. The proof of this theorem uses the results of the subsections below: Lemma 2.2 gives es-
timates on the di/erence between the exact solution and the truncated series, meanwhile Lemmas
2.3–2.5 give similar estimates but related to the approximate solutions. Assuming (for a while) these
results, the present theorem is deduced by
• k =0: apply Lemma 2.2 to k =0.
• k =1; 2; 3: combine the result of Lemma 2.2 with the result of Lemma 2.k using triangular
inequality.
Remark 2.4. Theorem 2.4 gives very little information about the constant Ck(T ). One can show for
instance that if E0 and H0 are in H 3k+20 (v) and satisfy div(E0)= div(H0)= 0, then we can chose
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Ck(T )=C(T ){‖E0‖H 3k+2 +‖H0‖H 3k+2}, where C(T ) is a polynomial function of T . This result (even
if it may not be optimal) requires some sharp estimates that are very technical and do not add a
substantial interest to the result.
2.3.1. Consistency of the asymptotic expansion (19)
Lemma 2.2. Let 0¡T¡+∞. There exists a constant Ck(T ) independent of  such that; ∀0¡t¡T ,
0
2
∥∥∥∥∥Ev(t)−
k∑
i=0
iEiv(t)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
L2
+
0
2
∥∥∥∥∥Hv(t)−
k∑
i=0
iHiv(t)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
L2
6Ck(T )2k+1:
The constant Ck(T ) depends only on T and (Ekf ;H
k
f ), and can be expressed by (58).
Proof. Let us set
ekv =E

v −
k∑
i=0
iEiv; h
k
v =H

v −
k∑
i=0
iHiv;
ekf =E

f −
k∑
i=0
iEif ; h
k
f =H

f −
k∑
i=0
iHif :
Of course, each of ekv , h
k
v , e
k
f and h
k
f depends on  (which is not indicated explicitly to simplify the
notations). Using (1) and (20), one observes that{
0@tekv − rot hkv =0; 0 @thkv + rot ekv =0 on v;
(ekv ; h
k
v)(t=0)= (0; 0):
(54)
while using (17), (21)–(23) leads to

(f@tekf − r˜ot(hkf · n)− (rot hkf )n) + @(hkf × n)= k+1Fk;
(f@thkf + r˜ot(e
k
f · n) + (rot ekf )n)− @(ekf × n)= k+1Gk;
(ekf ; h
k
f )(t=0)= (0; 0);
(55)
where we have set
Fk = f@tEkf − r˜ot(Hkf · n)− (rot Hkf )n;
Gk = f@tHkf + r˜ot(E
k
f · n) + (rot Ekf )n:
The boundary conditions in (16), (18), (20)–(23) show that{
ekv(x)× n= ekf (x; 0)× n; hkv (x)× n= hkf (x; 0)× n; x ∈;
ekf (x; 1)× n=0; x ∈:
(56)
We remark that using (29), one has
Fk = f@t‖Ekf − r˜ot(Hkf · n) and Gk = f@t‖Hkf + r˜ot(Ekf · n):
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Let us choose C1(T ) such that
sup
0¡t¡T
sup
0661
(√
2
f
‖Fk(; t)‖L2() +
√
2
f
‖Gk(; t)‖L2()
)
=C1(T )
and consider the classical energy identity of the system {(54)–(56)}
E(t) =
0
2
‖ekv(t)‖2L2 +
0
2
‖hkv (t)‖2L2 + 
{f
2
‖ekf (t)‖2L2 +
f
2
‖hkf (t)‖2L2
}
= k+1
∫ t
0
{∫

∫ 1
0
Fk · ekf + Gk · hkf dx d
}
d:
Applying Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to the right-hand side of the previous identity yields
E(t)6 k+1=2C1(T )
∫ t
0
√
E() d: (57)
By Gronwall’s lemma we conclude that E(t)6 ( 12
k+1=2C1(T )t)2; which proves the lemma with
Ck(T )= (12C1(T )T )
2: (58)
2.3.2. Consistency of the second and third order conditions
Lemma 2.3. Let (E˜

v ; H˜

v) be a su:ciently regular solution of (6) coupled with the e8ective condi-
tion of order 2. Then; there exists for all 0¡T ¡ +∞; a constant C(T ) independent of  such
that; ∀06 t6T ,
0
2
∥∥∥∥∥E˜v(t)−
1∑
i=0
iEiv(t)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
L2
+
0
2
∥∥∥∥∥Hv(t)−
1∑
i=0
iHiv(t)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
L2
6C(T )3:
The constant C(T ) depends only on T and H1v and can be chosen like in (62).
Proof. We introduce the .elds (e˜1v ; h˜
1
v) (that depend on )
e˜1v = E˜

v − (E0v + E1v); h˜
1
v = H˜

v − (H0v + H1v)
and set ˜1(x; t)=‖h˜
1
v(x; t); 1(x; t)=‖H1v(x; t) (x; t)∈ × [0;∞[.
Combining (32) with (24) and (31), shows that (e˜1v ; h˜
1
v) satis.es

0@t e˜1v − rot h˜
1
v =0; 0@t h˜
1
v + rot e˜
1
v =0 on v;
(e˜1v ; h˜
1
v)(t=0)= (0; 0) on v;
@t e˜1v × n=−

f
(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)(’˜1 − ’1) on :
(59)
Following the same steps as for the proof of identity (35) of Theorem 2.1, leads to
E(t)≡ 0
2
‖e˜1v(t)‖2L2 +
0
2
‖h˜1v(t)‖2L2 + 
{
f
2
‖˜1(t)‖2L2 +
1
2f
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
rot ˜1 d
∥∥∥∥
2
L2
}
= 2
∫ t
0
∫

f@t1 · ˜1 + 1f
(∫ 
0
rot 1 d3
)
· rot ˜1 dx d:
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Integrating by part in time the second term of the right-hand side yields
E(t) = 2
∫

1
f
(∫ t
0
rot 1 d
)(∫ t
0
rot ˜1 d
)
dx
+ 2
∫ t
0
∫

f@t1 · ˜1 − 1f · rot 
1
(∫ 
0
rot ˜1 d3
)
dx d: (60)
Let us chose now
C1(T )= sup
t6T
(√
2
f
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
rot 1() d
∥∥∥∥
L2()
)
;
C2(T )= sup
t6T
(√
2
f
‖rot 1(t)‖L2() +
√
2f ‖@t1(t)‖L2()
)
:
Applying Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to (60) shows that
E(t)6 3=2C1(T )
√
E(t) + 3=2C2(T )
∫ t
0
√
E() d: (61)
Consider now, for t¿ 0, the function, X (t)= |√E(t)− 123=2C1(T )|2, we obtain from (61), that
X (t)6 3C3(T ) + 3=2C2(T )
∫ t
0
√
(X ()) d;
where C3(T )= 14C1(T )
2 + TC1(T )C2(T ). Applying Gronwall’s lemma to the previous inequality
yields
X (t)6 {3=2(
√
C3(T ) + 12C2(T )t)}2
which proves the lemma with
C(T )= {
√
C3(T ) + 12(TC2(T ) + C1(T ))}2: (62)
Lemma 2.4. Let (E˜

v ; H˜

v) be a su:ciently regular solution of (6) coupled with the e8ective condi-
tion of order 3. Then; there exists for all 0¡T ¡ +∞, a constant C(T ) independent of  such
that; ∀06 t6T ,
0
2
∥∥∥∥∥E˜v(t)−
2∑
i=0
iEiv(t)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
L2
+
0
2
∥∥∥∥∥Hv(t)−
2∑
i=0
iHiv(t)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
L2
6C(T )5:
The constant C(T ) depends only on T and H2v .
Proof. Like in the previous proof, we introduce
e˜2v = E˜

v − (E0v + E1v + 2E2v); h˜
2
v = H˜

v − (H0v + H1v + 2H2v)
and set: ˜2(x; t)=‖h˜
2
v(x; t), 2(x; t)=‖H2v(x; t) (x; t)∈ × [0;∞[.
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Using the relation (34) we see that (e˜2v ; h˜
2
v) satis.es the following equations, that are similar to
(59) 

0@t e˜2v − rot h˜
2
v =0; 0@t h˜
2
v + rot e˜
2
v =0 on v;
(e˜2v ; h˜
2
v)(t=0)= (0; 0) on v;
@t e˜2v × n=−

f
(ff@tt + r˜ot rot)(˜2 − 22) on :
The proof follows exactly the same steps as the proof of the previous lemma. One has only to
substitute 3 (resp. ˜2;2) for 2 (resp. ˜1;1).
2.3.3. Consistency of the fourth order condition
Lemma 2.5. Let (E˜

v ; H˜

v) be a su:ciently regular solution of (6) coupled with the e8ective condi-
tion of order 4. Then; there exists for all 0¡T ¡ +∞, a constant C(T ) independent of  such
that; ∀06 t6T ,
0
2
∥∥∥∥∥E˜v(t)−
3∑
i=0
iEiv(t)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
L2
+
0
2
∥∥∥∥∥Hv(t)−
3∑
i=0
iHiv(t)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
L2
6C(T )7:
The constant C(T ) depends only on T and (H1v ;H
2
v ;H
3
v) and can be chosen like in (69).
Proof. Like previously, we denote
e˜3v = E˜

v − (E0v + E1v + 2 E2v + 3 E3v); h˜
3
v = H˜

v − (H0v + H1v + 2H2v + 3H3v):
Let us denote also by k the trace of ‖Hkv on , for k =0; : : : ; 3. In order to write the equations
satis.ed by (e˜3v ; h˜
3
v) we need to introduce
 0 =0;  1 =1;  2 =2 − 13 (ff@tt − ˜ + r˜ot rot)0;
M0 =0; M1 =1; M2 =2 − 13 r˜ot rot 0
and to set,  ˜
3
=   − ( 0 +  1 + 2 2), M˜3 =M − (M0 + M1 + 2M2).
One notices that  i (resp. Mi); i=0; 1; 2, are independent of  and are nothing but the .rst three
terms of the asymptotic expansion of   (resp. M) introduced by condition (49). However,  ˜ 3 and
M˜3 depend on . We verify, using (41) and the .rst equation of (49), that
@t e˜3v × n=−

f
(ff@tt  ˜
3
+ r˜ot rotM˜
3
) on  × R+: (63)
Let ˜3 be the trace of ‖h˜
3
v on . We deduce, from the second equation of (49) and the de.nition
of M˜3 (
1 +
2
3
r˜ot rot
)
M˜3 = ˜3 + 3G3 on  × R+ (64)
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and from the third equation of (49) and the de.nition of  ˜
3
(
1 +
2
3
(ff @tt − ˜ + r˜ot rot)
)
 ˜
3
= ˜3 + 3L3 on  × R+: (65)
In (64) G3 =
1
3 r˜ot rot(
1+2)−3, and in (65) L3 = 13(ff @tt− ˜+r˜ot rot)(1+2)−3.
In conclusion, (e˜3v ; h˜
3
v) satis.es

0@t e˜3v − rot h˜
3
v =0; 0@t h˜
3
v + rot e˜
3
v =0 on v × R+;
(e˜3v ; h˜
3
v)(t=0)= (0; 0) on v;
e˜3v × n and ˜3 verify (63)–(65) on  × R+:
(66)
The derivation of an energy estimate for (66) follows the same steps as Theorem 2.3. If we set
E(t) =
0
2
‖e˜3v(t)‖2L2 +
0
2
‖h˜3v(t)‖2L2 + 
{
f
2
‖ ˜ 3(t)‖2L2 +
1
2f
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
rot M˜
3
d
∥∥∥∥
2
L2
}
+
3f
6
{ff‖@t ˜ 3(t)‖2L2 + ‖div  ˜
3
(t)‖2L2 + 2‖rot  ˜
3
(t)‖2L2}
+
3
6f
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
r˜ot rot M˜
3
d
∥∥∥∥
2
L2
;
then we get E(t)= 4
∫ t
0
∫
{rot G3() ·
∫ 
0 rot M˜
3
d+ + L3() · @t ˜
3
()} dx d.
Integrating by parts, with respect to , we obtain
E(t) = 4
∫

L3(t) ·  ˜
3
(t) dx + 4
∫ t
0
∫

{
rot G

3() ·
∫ 
0
rot M˜
3
d+
−@tL3() ·  ˜
3
()
}
dx d: (67)
If we set
C1(T )= sup
61
sup
t6T
(√
2
f
‖@tL3(t)‖L2()
)
;
C2(T )= sup
61
sup
t6T
(√
2f‖rot G3(t)‖L2() +
√
2
f
‖@tL3(t)‖L2()
)
;
then, applying Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to the right member of (67) shows that, ∀t ¿ 0,
E(t)6 7=2C1(T )
√
E(t) + 7=2C2(T )
∫ t
0
√
E() d: (68)
We notice that this identity is similar to (61). The same technique based on Gronwall’s lemma
enables us to prove the present lemma with
C(T )= {
√
C3(T ) + 12(TC2(T ) + C1(T ))}2; C3(T )= 14C1(T )2 + TC1(T )C2(T ): (69)
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Fig. 3. Local description of the thin layer.
2.4. E8ective construction: the case of a regular boundary
The principle of deriving e/ective boundary conditions in the case of a curved boundary is the
same as in the case of planar boundary. However, it is technically much more complicated because
one needs to take into account the geometrical properties of the boundary (Fig. 3).
We assume that  is a regular surface (at least of class C2), and we denote also by n the unitary
normal vector .eld to  outwardly directed to v.
2.4.1. Some geometrical properties of regular surfaces
Let us .rst introduce some tangential di/erential operators on , that we shall use to express
the di/erential operator rot in parametric coordinates. After recalling some di/erential geometry (the
de.nitions below are close to those used in [13], see also [3]), we shall prove some speci.c results
in connection with our formal construction of the e/ective boundary conditions (we have tried to
make this section self-contained).
For  small enough (see Remark 2.5 below), the parametric representation (11) of f remains
valid. The only di/erence is that n depends now on x:
x∈ Mf → (x; s)∈ × [0; ] such that : x= x + sn(x); (70)
where x is de.ned by |x − x|=miny∈  | y − x|. For each x ∈, we denote by Tx the tangent
plane to  on x, which is the plane orthogonal to n(x). The projection operators ⊥ and ‖ are
still de.ned by (14) but they depend x.
Let ^=(1; 2) → x ∈ be a parameterization of a neighborhood of x; for ^∈O ⊂ R2. We
introduce the covariant base (()(=1;2 of Tx : ( = @(x. The contravariant (or dual) base (()(=1;2
is de.ned by: ( · 5 = 6(5 for 5=1; 2, where 6(5 is the Kronecker symbol, and ( · n=0. We shall
denote by (ei)i=1;2;3 (= (ei)i=1;2;3, by convention) the canonical orthonormal basis of R3. We use in
the sequel the convention of summation for repeated subscripts, where Greek subscripts vary between
1 and 2 and Roman subscripts vary between 1 and 3.
The curvature tensor C: We introduce Sn the vector .eld de.ned on M

f by: Sn(x)= n(x), where
x∈ Mf and x are linked by (70). We de.ne the curvature tensors Cs; s∈ [0; ], and C by
Cs(x)= (˜ Sn)(x; s); C=C0: (71)
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For every x ∈, the operator C(x) is symmetric, and has 0 as an eigenvalue associated to n and
two other eigenvalues (c1; c2), called principal curvatures, that are associated to tangential eigenvec-
tors (˜1; ˜2). This operator satis.es also the following useful property, where H = 12 trC, is the mean
curvature,
C · (v × n) + (C · v)× n=2Hv × n ∀v∈R3; (72)
that can be checked by using the orthonormal basis (˜1; ˜2; n) of R3, where eci is a unitary eigenvector
of C associated to ci (i=1; 2). Moreover, using the parameterization (1; 2) and di/erentiating n
with respect to (1; 2) we get
@(n=C(:
Remark 2.5. Assuming  regular enough implies in particular the existence of a lower bound, c¿ 0
of x → min(|c1(x)|; |c2(x)|), on . Mapping (70) is then an isomorphism for ¡c−1.
The covariant derivative operator : Let v be a scalar function de.ned on . We de.ne Sv on
M

f by: Sv(x)= v(x), x and x related by (70). The operator  is de.ned by
(v)(x)= ( Sv)(x; 0); x ∈: (73)
It is a tangential operator that can be expressed in the contravariant basis of Tx , by
v=(@(v)(: (74)
To prove (74), we use (70) and di/erentiate Sv with respect to (1; 2; s). We get{
(@( Sv)(x; s)= ( Sv)(x; s) · (( + sC();
(@s Sv)(x; s)= ( Sv)(x; s) · n:
Making s=0 and using (@s Sv)= 0 (see the de.nition of Sv) show that (v)·( = @(v and (v)·n=0.
We deduce (74) since (1; 2; n) is the dual base of (1; 2; n).
Consider now a tangential vector .eld v de.ned on  and a .eld of symmetric matrices R de.ned
on  such that R n=0. We de.ne (div v); ((R) · v) and (divR) by the following expressions,
where · denotes the scalar product in R3 ((76) and (77) are original de.nitions),
div v ≡ ((v · ei)) · ei =(@(v) · (; (75)
(R) · v=((R)(v · ei)) · ei ≡ (@(v) · (R (); (76)
divR ≡ ( · (Rei)) · ei =(@(R) (: (77)
Remark that the de.nition of div v coincides with the de.nition of  · v (R=‖).
As in the case of straight boundary, the operators rot and r˜ot are de.ned, from div and ,
by relation (13), that we recall here
rot v=div (v × n); r˜ot u=(u)× n;
where v (resp. u) is a vectorial (resp. scalar) .eld de.ned on . We still have (we omit the proof):
rot =div r˜ot =0. Also div (resp. rot) is the adjoint of − (resp. r˜ot) for the L2()
scalar product.
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We prove now the basic result used in the formal derivation of the e/ective boundary conditions
(it di/ers from the classical representation of the curl operator (see for example [13]) by making
explicit the dependence on s).
Lemma 2.6. Let v be a vector <eld de<ned on f . Let (x; s)∈ × ]0; [ be the parametric
representation of f . Then we have
rot v=Tsv − @s(v × n);
where Tsv= [(Rs) · (v × n)]n + [Rs(v · n)] × n − (RsCv) × n, and Rs de<ned by Rs(‖ +
sC)=‖; Rsn=0.
Proof. For a scalar function u de.ned on f , one gets (using (70)),{
@(u=(u) · (‖ + sC)(;
@su=(u) · n:
As Rs(‖ + sC)=‖, Rsn=(‖ + sC)n=0, Rs and (‖ + sC) are symmetric, we deduce that
(Rs1;Rs2; n) is the dual basis of ((‖ + sC)1; (‖ + sC)2; n). Hence,
u=(@(u)Rs( + (@su)n: (78)
From rot v= ei ×(v · ei), we obtain using (78),
rot v=(Rs()× (@(v)− (@sv)× n: (79)
Let us set Bs v=(Rs()× (@(v) and prove that Bs =Ts.
(Bs v)× n=− ((@(v) · n)Rs( =−(@((v · n)− C( · v)Rs(
=−(@((v · n)Rs( + (C( · v))Rs(:
As the tangential and symmetric tensors Rs and C commute, the previous equality yields,
‖(Bsv)= n × ((Bsv)× n)= [Rs (v · n)]× n − (RsCv): (80)
On the other hand, (Bs v) ·n=((@(v)×n) ·Rs( =(@((v×n)) ·Rs(+v · (Rs(×C(). By applying
Lemma 2.7 below, to A=C and B=Rs, we deduce that the last term in the previous equality is
0. Consequently, this equality becomes, using (76),
(Bsv) · n=(Rs) · (v × n): (81)
Identities (80) and (81) show that Bs =T
s
. Hence, Lemma 2.6 is proved by (79).
Lemma 2.7. LetA and B be two symmetric and real matrices inL(R3;R3) such thatAn=Bn=0
and having the same eigenvectors. We have
A+ ×B+ =0:
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Proof. Let (U1; U2) be the eigenvectors of A and B and (a1; a2) (resp. (b1; b2)) the corresponding
eigenvalues of A (resp. B). Let us set: + = +;1U1 + +;2U2 and + = +;1U1 + +;2U2. Then
A+ ×B+ = (a1+;1U1 + a2+;2U2)× (b1+;1U1 + b2+;2U2)
= (a1b2+;1+;2 − a2b1+;2+;1) U1 × U2:
By de.nition of the dual base (1; 2), we have, setting 6=1=(1;12;2 − 1;22;1),
1;1 = 62;2; 1;2 =− 62;1; 2;1 =− 61;2; 2;2 = 61;1:
Then, one easily checks that +;1+;2 = 0 and +;2+;1 = 0.
We .nally prove the following geometrical identity that enables us later to write in symmetric
way the e/ective boundary condition of order three.
Lemma 2.8.
div(2H‖ − C)=− 2Gn;
where G=detC; is the Gaussian curvature.
Proof. Following de.nition (77), we have, div (2H‖ − C)= (@((2H‖ − C))(. So
div(2H‖ − C) · n= [(@((2H‖ − C))(] · n= [(@((2H‖ − C))n] · (
= [(C − 2H‖)@( n] · ( = [(C − 2H‖)C (] · ( = tr(C2)− tr(C)2
=−2G:
To conclude, we are going to show that div (2H‖ − C) · 5 =0, where 5∈{1; 2} (which means
‖div (2H‖ − C)= 0):
div (2H‖ − C) · 5 = [(@((2H‖ − C)) (] · 5 = [(@((2H‖ − C)) 5] · (
= @5(2H)− [(@(C)5] · (:
We have
[(@(C)5] · ( = [@((C 5)] · ( − [C@(5] · (
= [@5(C ()] · ( − [C@(5] · ( (using @5@(n= @(@5n)
= @5(C ( · ()− (C (@5( + C(@(5):
Consequently, div(2H‖ − C) · 5 =− (C (@5( + C(@(5) ≡ −B.
Let us set a(+ =(C() · +. We have C( = a(+ + and C ( = a+( +. Hence,
B= a+(+@5( + a(+ + @(5 =− a+( (@5+ + a(++ @(5 =(−@5( + @(5) a(+ +
But, @5( = @5(@(x)= @(5. So B=0 and div(2H‖ − C) · 5 =0.
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2.4.2. Scaling and asymptotic expansion
Scaling: As in the case of a planar boundary, the scaling corresponds to the change of variables
(12). According to Lemma 2.6, the di/erential operator rot becomes in the new coordinates system
(x; )∈× ]0; 1[:T +(1=)n× @. Notice that the operator T is not singular with respect to .
Eq. (17) becomes

f@tE

f −T Hf +
1

@(H

f × n)= 0;
f @tH

f +T

 E

f −
1

@(E

f × n)= 0:
(82)
Our problem is constituted now by Eqs. (1), (16), (82) and (18).
Asymptotic expansion. We use ansatz (19). Moreover, we need an analogous expansion of the
operator T . We use, for instance, a Taylor expansion of R with respect to the parameter (C):
R =‖ +
∞∑
i=1
(−C)i;
so we have
T

 =
∞∑
i=0
(−)iTi;
where
Tiv= [(C
i) · (v × n)]n + [Ci(v · n)]× n − (Ci+1v)× n: (83)
The formal identi.cation leaves unchanged equations (20) and (21). However, Eqs. (22) and (23)
change to the following ones, where k¿ 0,

@(Ek+1f × n)= f @tHkf +
k∑
i=0
(−)iTiEk−if ;
Ek+1f (x; 1)× n=0 for x ∈;
(84)


@(Hk+1f × n)=− f @tEkf +
k∑
i=0
(−)iTiHk−if ;
Hk+1f (x; 0)× n=Hk+1v (x)× n for x ∈:
(85)
The zero order terms are determined by (24). To determine the higher order terms, we use Lemma
2.9. We introduce the notation, where i is an integer,
r˜ot(i) u=(C
iu)× n; rot(i) v=(Ci) · (v × n):
Lemma 2.9. For all k¿ 0; we have for all (x; )∈ × ]0; 1[,
@tEk+1f (x; )× n=−
∫ 1

f@tt‖Hkf (x; ) d
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−
∫ 1

1
f
k∑
i=0
i∑
j=0
(−)k−j r˜ot(k−i) rot(i−j) Hjf (x; ) d
+
∫ 1

k∑
i=0
(−)k−i(Ck−i+1@tEif (x; ))× n d; (86)
@tHk+1f (x; )× n= @tHk+1v (x)× n −
∫ 
0
f @tt‖Ekf (x; ) d
−
∫ 
0
1
f
k∑
i=0
i∑
j=0
(−)k−j r˜ot(k−i) rot(i−j) Ejf (x; ) d
−
∫ 
0
k∑
i=0
(−)k−i(Ck−i+1 @tHif (x; ))× n d: (87)
Proof. We are going to prove (86) only. One deduces (87) by analogous arguments. By applying
‖ to the .rst equation of (84), we obtain
@(Ek+1f × n) = f @t(‖Hkf ) +
k∑
i=0
(−)k−i r˜ot(k−i) (Eif · n)
−
k∑
i=0
(−)k−i(Ck−i+1@tEif (x; ))× n: (88)
On the other hand, applying ⊥ to the .rst equation of (85) shows that for i¿ 0,
f@t(Eif · n)=
i∑
j=0
(−)i−j rot(i−j) Hjf : (89)
Eq. (86) is obtained from
∫ 1
 @t(88) d, by using the expression of @t(E
i
f · n) in (89), and by using
the boundary condition at =1, given in (84).
2.4.3. E8ective construction
Of course the principle is the same as in the case of a planar boundary.
Condition of order 2: The terms ‖E0f and ‖H
0
f are given by (24). Making k =0 in (86) and
using (24) show that
@tE1f (x; )× n=− (1− )
(
f@tt +
1
f
r˜ot rot
)
‖H0v(x); (90)
which is exactly the same expression as (31). Hence, the condition of order 2 in the case of curved
boundary is given by (32). Indeed, the stability Theorem 2.1 still applies. However, the condition
of order 3 has no longer the same expression.
Condition of order3: Make k =0 in (87). Using (24) we get
‖H1f (x; )=‖H
1
v(x)− CH0v(x); (x; )∈ × ]0; 1[: (91)
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Consider (86) when k =1,
@tE2f (x; )× n=−
∫ 1

f@tt‖H1f (x; ) d+
∫ 1

(C@tE1f (x; ))× n d
−
∫ 1

1
f
r˜ot rotH1f (x; ) d
+
∫ 1

 1f (r˜ot
(1)
 rot + r˜ot rot
(1)
 )H
0
f (x; ) d; (92)
‖H0f is given by (24), ‖H
1
f is given by (91) and we have C@tE
1
f =C@t‖E
1
f , where @t‖E
1
f is
given by (39). We obtain after simpli.cations and using (72),
@tE2f (x; )× n=−f@tt((1− )‖H1v(x)− (1− 2)(C − H)‖H0v(x))
− 1f r˜ot rot((1− )‖H1v(x)− 12 (1− 2)C‖H0v(x))
+ 1f
1
2 (1− 2)r˜ot rot(1) H0v(x): (93)
The .nal simpli.cation is due to Lemma 2.8 and is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.10. Let v be a tangential vector <eld de<ned on . We have the identity
rot(1) v + rot(Cv)= 2H rot v:
Proof. By de.nition, rot(1) v=(C) · (v × n). Hence, using (72),
rot(1) v + rot(Cv) = (C) · (v × n) + · ((2H‖ − C)(v × n))
= 2H div(v × n) + (div(2H‖ − C)) · (v × n)
and according to Lemma 2.8 (div(2H‖ − C)) · (v × n)= 0.
Applying this lemma to relation (93) yields
@tE2f (x; )× n=−f@tt((1− )‖H1v(x)− (1− 2)(C − H)‖H0v(x))
− 1f ((1− )r˜ot rot‖H1v(x)− (1− 2)r˜ot H rot ‖H0v(x)): (94)
Combining (94) with (90) and (24) leads .nally to the following third order condition:
@tE˜

v × n=− f (ff [1− (C − H)]@tt + r˜ot(1− H)rot)‖H˜

v on  × R+: (95)
Notice that this condition di/ers from the second order one by corrector terms involving the geometry
characteristics C and H , only. In the case of straight boundary, C=0 and H =0, the two conditions
are of course identical. We give now the stability result for this condition.
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Theorem 2.5. Su:ciently regular solutions (E˜

v ; H˜

v) of {(6); (95)} satisfy the a priori energy esti-
mate
d
dt
{Ev(E˜v(t); H˜

v(t)) + E

(t)}=0;
where if we set; (x; t)=‖H˜

v(x; t); x ∈;
E

(t)=
f
2
∫

[1− (C − H)]@t · @t dx + 12f
∫

(1− H)
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
rot  d
∣∣∣∣
2
dx:
We have stability as de<ned by (10) when;
 inf

(max(|c1 + c2|; |c1 − c2|))¡ 2
and where c1 and c2 are the eigenvalues of C.
Proof. The proof of the a priori estimate is rather straightforward. It follows the same steps as the
proof of Theorem 2.1 and is based on the symmetry of [1 − (C − H)]. The stability (de.ned by
(10)) is obtained when the eigenvalues of 1 − (C − H) and the real (1 − H) are positive; i.e.,
when max(|c1 + c2|; |c1 − c2|)¡ 2 a.e. on . In this case, we have E(t)¿ 0.
3. Thin layer approximation: the nonlinear case
We generalize the construction of thin layer approximations to the case of nonlinear materials of
ferromagnetic type. We consider here directly the case of a curved boundary.
3.1. Description of the model
We keep the same notation as in Section 2. However, the material of the thin layer f is no
longer linear and obeys the following equations:{
f@tE

f − rotHf = 0; f@t(Hf +Mf ) + rotEf = 0; on f ;
(Ef ;H

f )(t=0)= (0; 0);
(96)
where Mf is called the magnetization .eld and is linked to H

f through the ferromagnetic law L

as follows:{
@tM

f =L
(Mf ;H

tot; x); M

f (x; 0)=M

0(x); x∈f ;
Htot =H

f − @m;(Mf ; x);
(97)
where for a.e. x∈f , (m; h)∈R3×R3 →L(m; h; x)∈R3 is a C∞ function and m → ;(m; x)∈R
is C∞ and positive function, L satisfying:
(i) h →L(m; h; x) is linear; m∈R3; x∈f ;
(ii) L(m; h; x) · m=0; m; h∈R3; x∈f ;
(iii) L(m; h; x) · h¿ 0; m∈R3; x∈f :
(98)
The di/raction problem is constituted by Eqs. (1), (2), (96), (97) and (4).
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Example. The Landau–Lifshitz law of ferromagnetic materials, without exchange .eld (see [8,10]),
is a particular case of this general framework. It corresponds to:
L(m; h; x)= <h× m+ (
(x)
|M0(x)|
m× (h× m);
;(m; x)= 12 |Hs(x)− m|2 + 12Ka (x)|m− (p(x) · m)p(x)|2;
where < is the absolute value of the gyromagnetic factor, that is a universal constant, Ka and (
 are
positive scalar functions, M0 is the initial magnetization, H

s is a given static magnetic .eld, and
.nally, p is a unit vector called easy axis of the magnetization. One easily checks that this law
satis.es the required properties. We have for example:
L(m; h; x) · h= (
(x)
|M0(x)|
|h× m|2¿ 0:
A priori estimates: The stability of the coupling between Maxwell equations and the ferromagnetic
law relies on the following fundamental a priori estimates. The .rst one is a consequence of the
nonlinear law itself. According to the property (98) (ii), if we take the scalar product of (97) by
Mf , we see that
@t|Mf (x; t)|2 = 0 ⇒ |Mf (x; t)|= |M0(x)| ∀t¿ 0 and a:e: x∈f : (99)
The second one is the equivalent to the classic energy estimate for Maxwell’s system:
d
dt
{
Ev(Ev(t);H

v(t)) + E

f (E

f (t);H

f (t)) + f
∫
f
;(Mf (t)) dx
}
6 0: (100)
Proof. Using the continuity relations (2), we have
d
dt
Ev(Ev(t);H

v(t)) + E

f (E

f (t);H

f (t))=− f
∫
f
@tM

f ·Hf dx: (101)
On the other hand, property (98)(iii) yields, for a.e. x∈f ,
@tM

f ·Hf = @tMf · (Htot + @m;(Mf ))¿ @t;(Mf ):
Consequently,
−f
∫
f
@tM

f ·Hf dx6− f
d
dt
∫
f
;(Mf (t)) dx: (102)
Identity (100) follows from (101) and (102).
3.2. Construction of the e8ective boundary conditions
Scaling. As in the linear case, the scaling is done through the transformation: x∈ MUf → (x; )∈×
[0; 1], such that x= x+n. We still keep calling (E

f ;H

f ;M

f ) the unknowns de.ned on the scaled
domain  × ]0; 1[. System (96) is transformed to{
f@tE

f −T Hf + 1@(Hf × n)= 0;
f@t(H

f +M

f ) +T

 E

f − 1@(Ef × n)= 0;
(103)
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where the operator T is given by Lemma 2.6. To write the ferromagnetic law on the scaled
domain, we assume that the characteristics of the thin layer do not depend on the thickness . That
is, there exist three functions L, ;, and M0, de.ned on × ]0; 1[ and independent of , such that:
for x∈f ; x= x + n,
L(m; h; x)=L(m; h; x; ); m; h∈R3;
;(m; x)=;(m; h; x; ); m∈R3;
M0(x)=M0(x; ):
From now on, we will not indicate explicitly the dependence of L and ; on the variables (x; ).
System (97) becomes{
@tM

f =L(M

f ;Htot); M

f (t=0)=M0; on  × ]0; 1[;
Htot =H

f − @m;(Mf ):
(104)
Principle of the construction: We assume the existence of the asymptotic expansion (19) to which
we add the analogous one for Mf
Mf =M
0
f + M
1
f + 
2M2f + · · · : (105)
Contrary to Eif and H
i
f we are not going to give the set of equations satis.ed by each M
i
f (one
needs for that to write down an asymptotic expansion of the nonlinear law L (see [7] as example)).
We just assume here the existence of such expansion. Let us summarize the construction principle
explained in Section 2.2.1. We
( ME
k
v ; MH
k
v ; MH
k
f; MM
k
f ) =
k−1∑
i=0
i(Eiv;H
i
v;H
i
f ;M
i
f ):
The idea to derive an e/ective condition in the present case, is to consider .rst Mf as a source
term in Maxwell’s equations, that can be expanded like (105). This allows, in a .rst step to derive
a condition of the form
ME
k
v × n=Bk(‖ MH
k
v) + A

k( MM
k−1
f ) + O(
k) on  × R+; (106)
where Bk is the same linear operator as in (5) and where A

k is a second linear operator that has
to be explicited. Let us recall the results of the linear case
B

1 = 0;
B

2 =−

f
(ff@tt + r˜ot rot);
B

3 =−

f
(ff [1− (C − H)]@tt + r˜ot(1− H)rot):
(107)
In order to determine Ak , we use the same procedure as the one used for B

k . Once condition (106)
is established, the second step consists on .nding the suitable nonlinear law for MM
k−1
f . Now, as the
functions L are ; are regular one observes that if Mf and H

f satis.es (105) and (19), then
L(Mf ;H

f − @m;(Mf ))=L( MM
k
f ; MH
k
f − @m;( MMkf )) + O(k):
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Hence (for k¿ 2),
@t MM
k−1
f =L( MM
k−1
f ; MH
k−1
f − @m;( MMk−1f )) + O(k−1): (108)
If we put together (106) and (108), one notices that the only remaining work is to .nd a suitable
expression of MH
k−1
f in terms of MM
k−1
f and the restriction of ‖ MH
k
v to .
Formal identi<cation: Comparing with the linear case, in the identi.cation process, only Eq. (84)
changes to

@(Ek+1f × n)= f@t(Hkf +Mkf ) +
k∑
i=0
(−)iTiEk−if ;
Ek+1f (x; 1)× n=0 for x ∈:
(109)
In a similar way, and keeping the notation of the linear case, ‖E0f and ‖H
0
f are still given by
(24) and
Lemma 3.1. For all k¿ 0; we have for (x; )∈ × ]0; 1[,
@tEk+1f (x; )× n=−
∫ 1

f@tt(‖Hkf +‖M
k
f )(x; ) d
−
∫ 1

1
f
k∑
i=0
i∑
j=0
(−)k−j r˜ot(k−i) rot(i−j) Hjf (x; ) d
+
∫ 1

k∑
i=0
(−)k−i(Ck−i+1@tEif (x; ))× n d; (110)
@tHk+1f (x; )× n= @tHk+1v (x)× n −
∫ 
0
f@tt‖Ekf (x; ) d
−
∫ 
0
1
f
k∑
i=0
i∑
j=0
(−)k−j r˜ot(k−i) rot(i−j) Ejf (x; ) d
−
∫ 
0
k∑
i=0
(−)k−i(Ck−i+1@tHif (x; ))× n d
−
∫ 
0
k∑
i=0
(−)k−i r˜ot(k−i) @t(Mif · n)(x; ) d: (111)
Proof . Let us prove (111) (the other identity can be obtained by similar considerations). Applying
‖ the .rst equation in (85), yields
@(Hk+1f × n) =−f@t(‖Ekf ) +
k∑
i=0
(−)k−i r˜ot(k−i) (Hif · n)
−
k∑
i=0
(−)k−i(Ck−i+1@tHif )× n: (112)
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On the other hand, applying ⊥ to the second equation in (109) yields for i¿ 0,
f@t(Hif · n)=− f@t(Mif · n)−
i∑
j=0
(−)i−jrot(i−j) Ejf : (113)
Identity (111) follows from:
∫ 
0 @t(112) d, by using the expression of @t(H
i
f · n) given in (113) and
by using the transmission condition at =0 given in (85).
3.3. Condition of order 2
We need to .nd the analogue to (90). Making k =0 in (110) and using (24) yields
@tE1f (x; )× n=− (1− )
(
f@tt +
1
f
r˜ot rot
)
‖H0v(x)−
∫ 1

f@tt‖M0f (x; ) d:
(114)
From (114) and (24), one deduces for x ∈,
@t ME
2
v(x)× n=B2(‖ MH
2
v(x))− f
∫ 1
0
@tt‖ MM
1
f (x; ) d+O(
2) (115)
which corresponds to (106) with k =2. We shall now .nd MH
1
f . From (113) applied to k =0 and
using (24),
⊥H0f =⊥(M0 −M0f ): (116)
Hence, using again (24), we get for (x; )∈ × ]0; 1[,
MH
1
f (x; ) =‖H
0
v(x) +⊥(M0 −M0f )(x; )
=‖ MH
2
v(x) +⊥(M0 − MM1f )(x; ) + O(): (117)
The e/ective condition of order 2 can be easily deduced from (115), (108) for k =2 and (117)
by taking o/ the corrector terms. The .eld ( ME
2
v ; MH
2
v ; MM
1
f ) is then replaced by (E˜

v ; H˜

v ; M˜

f ) and the
boundary condition can be summarized by
@tE˜

v(x)× n=B2(‖H˜

v(x))− f
∫ 1
0
‖M˜

f (x; ) d;
where M˜

f (x; ) satis.es for (x; )∈ × ]0; 1[;{
@tM˜

f =L(M˜

f ; H˜

T); M˜

f (x; )|t=0 =M0(x; );
H˜

T(x; )=‖H˜

v(x) +⊥(M0 − M˜

f )(x; )− @m;(M˜

f )(x; ):
(118)
According to the following theorem, this condition is stable.
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Theorem 3.1. Regular solutions (E˜

v ; H˜

v ; M˜

f ) of {(6); (118)} satisfy; for all t¿ 0;
|M˜f |= |M0| a:e:  × ]0; 1[ and
d
dt
{Ev(E˜v(t); H˜

v(t)) + E

(t) + E

f (t)}6 0;
where if we set; (x; t)=‖H˜

v(x; t); (x; t)∈ × R+;
E

(t)=
f
2
‖(t)‖2L2 +
1
2f
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
(rot )() d
∥∥∥∥
2
L2
;
E

f (t)=
f
2
‖⊥(M0 − M˜f )(t)‖2L2 + f
∫
×]0;1[
;(M˜

f (t)) dx d:
Proof. As (118) has the same structure than (97), property (99) still applies on the scaled domain.
From Maxwell’s equations and (118), we get
d
dt
{Ev(E˜v(t); H˜

v(t)) + E

(t)}=− f
∫

∫ 1
0
@t‖M˜

f (x; ) · (x) d dx: (119)
For a.e. (x; )∈ × ]0; 1[;
@t‖M˜

f ·  = @tM˜

f ·  = @tM˜

f · (H˜

tot + @m;(M˜

f )−⊥(M0 − M˜

f )):
So, using property (98)(ii),
@t‖M˜

f · ¿ @t{;(M˜

f ) +
1
2 |⊥(M0 − M˜

f )|2}:
Integrating over  × ]0; 1[, shows
−f
∫

∫ 1
0
@t‖M˜

f (x; ) · (x) d dx6−
d
dt
E

f (t): (120)
The energy estimate of Theorem 3.1 is deduced by identifying the right-hand side of (119) with the
left-hand side of (120).
3.4. Condition of order 3
Let us begin by the “Maxwell” part (like the condition of order two). We shall only point out
the di/erences with the linear case. Eq. (91) changes to
‖H1f (x; )=‖H
1
v(x)− CH0v(x)−
∫ 
0
((M0f −M0) · n)(x; ) d (121)
and relation (94) becomes
@tE2f (x; )× n=−f@tt((1− )‖H1v(x)− (1− 2)(C − H)‖H0v(x))
− 1
f
((1− )r˜ot rot‖H1v(x)− (1− 2)r˜ot H rot ‖H0v(x))
−f@tt
∫ 1

(
‖M1f (x; ) +
∫ 1

(2H − C)‖M0f (x; ) d
)
d
+f@tt
∫ 1

∫ 
0
(M0f · n)(x; ) d d: (122)
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If we regroup (122), (114) and (24), then we have
@t ME
3
v(x)× n=B3(‖ MH
3
v(x))− f@tt
∫ 1
0
(1 + (2H − C))‖ MM2f (x; ) d
+ 2f@tt
∫ 1
0
(1− )( MM2f · n)(x; ) d+O(3) (123)
(we used
∫ 1
0 f()(
∫ 1
 g() d) d=
∫ 1
0 (
∫ 
0 f() d)g() d). In order to complete the e/ective condi-
tion of order 3, one has to determine MH
2
f . Eq. (113), written with k =1 becomes, once integrated in
time, using (114) and the simpli.cation rot =0,
H1f (x; ) · n=−(M1f · n)(x; ) + (1− )div(‖H0v)(x)
−
∫ 1

div(‖(M0 −M0f ))(x; ) d: (124)
Hence, putting together (117), (121) and (124),
MH
2
f (x; ) = (1− C)‖ MH3v(x) + 
∫ 
0
((M0 − MM2f ) · n)(x; ) d;
+⊥(M0 − MM2f )(x; ) + (1− )(div ‖ MH3v(x))n
− 
(∫ 1

div(‖(M0 − MM2f ))(x; ) d
)
n +O(2): (125)
One can now derive an e/ective condition of order 3 by coupling (123), (108) with k =3 and
(125), without corrector terms. The problem is that contrary to the case of order 2, the obtained
condition of order 3 has not the appropriate stability conditions with regards to the energy method.
In particular, we are not able to prove the equivalent to Theorem 3.1. Let us notice, therefore, that
this remark does not allow us to conclude whether the obtained condition is stable or not. In the
meantime, the diKculties encountered when we tried to prove the stability of this condition, have
allowed us to .nd suitable modi.cations in order to get energy stability. These modi.cations operate
as follows:
• We replace the operator (1 + (2H − C)) in (123) by (1 + 2H)(1− C). As
1 + (2H − C)= (1 + 2H)(1− C) + O(2) (126)
we have also by setting: r def= (1 + 2H),
@t ME
3
v(x)× n=B3(‖ MH
3
v(x))− f@tt
∫ 1
0
(1− C)‖ MM2f (x; )r d
+ 2f@tt
∫ 1
0
(1− )( MM2f · n)(x; ) d+O(3): (127)
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Remark 3.1. Remark that r d dx is the third order Taylor’s expansion of d

f .
• Let us de.ne, for M(x; )∈R3, the scalar .eld  (M), by
 (M)(x; )= (M0 −M) · n − r
∫ 1

div(‖(M0 −M))(x; ) d: (128)
Since =r =1 + O(), one remarks that identity (125) can be also written as
MH
2
f (x; ) = (1− C)‖ MH3v(x) +

r
∫ 
0
 ( MM
2
f )(x; ) d
+
(
 ( MM
2
f )(x; ) +
(1− )
r
div‖ MH
3
v(x)
)
n +O(2): (129)
The new third order condition is obtained by regrouping (127), (108) with k =3 and (129) without
corrector terms. In conclusion, if we set for M(x; )∈R3,
?(M)(x; )= r(1− C)‖M(x; )− (1− )(M · n)(x; ); (130)
then this condition can be summarized in
@tE˜

v(x)× n=B3(‖H˜

v(x))− f
∫ 1
0
?(M˜

f )(x; ) d;
where M˜

f (x; ) satis.es for (x; )∈ × ]0; 1[;

@tM˜

f =L(M˜

f ; H˜

T); M˜

f (x; )|t=0 =M0(x; );
H˜

T(x; )= (1− C)‖H˜

v(x) +

r
∫ 
0
 (M˜

f )(x; ) d
+
(
 (M˜

f )(x; ) +
(1− )
r
div ‖H˜

v(x)
)
n − @m;(M˜f )(x; ):
(131)
The related stability theorem is
Theorem 3.2. Assume that ¡ 1=|2H |. Then, su:ciently regular solutions (E˜v ; H˜

v ; M˜

f ) to {(6);
(131)} satisfy; ∀ t¿ 0;
|M˜(t)|f = |M0| on  × ]0; 1[
and
d
dt
{Ev(E˜v(t); H˜

v(t)) + E

(t) + E

f (t)}6 0;
where if we set; (x; t)=‖H˜

v(x; t); (x; t)∈ × R+;
E

(t)=
f
2
∫

((1− (C − H))) ·  dx + 12f
∫

(1− H)
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
(rot )() d
∣∣∣∣
2
dx;
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E

f (t)= f
∫
×]0;1[
( 12 | (M˜

f )(t)|2 + ;(M˜

f (t)))r
 dx d:
Proof. The conservation of the magnetization modulus follows directly from (98)(ii). Identity (119)
becomes in the case of (131),
d
dt
{Ev(E˜v(t); H˜

v(t)) + E

(t)}=− f
∫

∫ 1
0
@t?(M˜

f ) ·  d dx: (132)
From de.nition (130) of ? and using the symmetry of (1− C),
@t?(M˜

f ) ·  = r@tM˜

f · ((1− C))− (1− )(@tM˜

f · n) ·  (133)
and we have from (131),
(1− C) = H˜T + @m;(M˜

f )−

r
∫ 
0
 (M˜

f ) d
−
(
 (M˜

f ) +
(1− )
r
div 
)
n:
When ¡ 1=|2H |, the real r ¿ 0. Hence, by (98)(iii), r@tM˜f · H˜

T¿ 0, and therefore
r@tM˜

f · ((1− C))¿ r@tM˜

f · (@m;(M˜

f )−  (M˜

f )n)
− @tM˜f ·
(∫ 
0
 (M˜

f ) d+ (1− )(div )n
)
: (134)
We get from (133) after integrating over  × [0; 1] multiplying by −f and using (134),
−f
∫

∫ 1
0
@t?(M˜

f ) ·  d dx
6− f ddt
∫

∫ 1
0
;(M˜

f (t))r
 dx d+ f
∫

∫ 1
0
 (M˜

f )@t(M˜

f · n)r d dx
+ f
∫

∫ 1
0
(∫ 
0
 (M˜

f ) d
)
· @t‖M˜f d dx + f
∫ 1
0
(1− )
∫

(@tM˜

f · n) ·  dx d
+ f
∫ 1
0
(1− )
∫

(@tM˜

f · n)(div ) dx d: (135)
Integrating by parts, one easily checks that the sum of the last two terms in (135) is 0. Let us
denote
I1 =
∫

∫ 1
0
 (M˜

f ) · @t(M˜

f · n)r d dx;
I2 =
∫

∫ 1
0
(∫ 
0
 (M˜

f ) d
)
· @t‖M˜f d dx;
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so that (135) can be written
−f
∫

∫ 1
0
@t?(M˜

f ) ·  d dx6− f
d
dt
∫

∫ 1
0
;(M˜

f (t))r
 dx d+ f (I1 + I2):
By using de.nition (128) of  , we have on the one hand
I1 =−
∫

∫ 1
0
1
2
@t|⊥(M0 − M˜f )|2r d dx
+ 
∫

∫ 1
0
@t((M0 − M˜f ) · n)
(∫ 1

div(‖(M0 − M˜f )) d
)
d dx
and on the other hand,
I2 =
∫

∫ 1
0
 (M˜

f ) · @t
(∫ 1

div(‖(M0 − M˜f )) d
)
d dx
=
∫

∫ 1
0
((M0 − M˜f ) · n)@t
(∫ 1

div(‖(M0 − M˜f )) d
)
d dx
− 
∫

∫ 1
0
1
r
1
2
@t
∣∣∣∣
∫ 1

div(‖(M0 − M˜f )) d
∣∣∣∣
2
d dx:
Therefore,
f (I1 + I2)=− f ddt
∫

∫ 1
0
1
2
| (M˜f )(t)|2r d dx
and consequently
−f
∫

∫ 1
0
@t?(M˜

f ) ·  d dx6−
d
dt
Ef (t): (136)
We get the energy estimate by combining (136) and (132).
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